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A b s t r a c t .  This paper presents a scene interpretation system in a con- 
text of multi-sensor fusion. We present how the real world and the inter- 
preted scene are modeled; knowledge about sensors and multiple views no- 
tion (shot) are taken into account. Some results are shown from an applica- 
tion to SAR/SPOT images interpretation. 

1 Introduction 

An extensive literature has grown since the beginning of the decade on the problem 
of scene interpretation, especially for aerial and satellite images [NMS0,Mat90] [RH89] 
[RIHR84] [MWAW89] [HN88] [Fua88] [GG90]. One of the main difficulties of these appli- 
cations is the knowledge representation of objects, of scene, and of interpretation strategy. 
Previously mentioned systems use various knowledge such as: object geometry, mapping, 
sensor specifications, spatial relations, etc... 

In the other hand, there is a growing interest in the use of multiple sensors to increase 
both the availability and capabilities of intelligent systems [MWAW89,Mat90] [LK89] 
[RH89]. However, if the multi-sensor fusion is a way to increase the number of measures 
on the world by complementary or redundancy sensors, problems of control of the data 
flow, strategies of object detection, and modeling of objects and sensors are also increased. 

This paper presents a scene interpretation system in a context of multi-sensor fusion. 
We propose to perform fusion at the intermediate level because it is the most adaptive 
and the most general for different applications of scene analysis. First, we present how the 
real world and the interpreted scene are modeled; knowledge about sensors and multiple 
views notion (shot) are taken into account. Then we give an overview of the architecture 
of the system. Finally, some results are shown from an application to SAR/SPOT images 
interpretation. 

2 Modeling 

Consistency of information is one of the relevant problems of multi-sensor fusion systems; 
in fact, various models must be used to express the a priori knowledge. This knowledge 
can be divided into knowledge about the real world and knowledge about the interpre- 
tation. 

2.1 Rea l  Wor ld  Mode l ing  

For an interpretation system, a prior/knowledge on the scene to be observed is necessary: 
for example, the description of objects which might be present in the scene. Moreover, 
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in order to perform multi-sensor fusion at different levels of representation, and to use 
the various data in an optimal way, characteristics of available sensors have to be taken 
into account: this allows the selection of the best ones for a given task. In the following, 
we first develop object modeling, then sensor modeling. 

Objec t s  to  Detec t :  Usually, in single-sensor systems, two main descriptions are used: 
the geometric description, and the radiometric one. These two criteria can be used to 
detect an object (by allowing the choice of the best-adapted algorithm, for instance), or 
to validate the presence of an object (by matching the computed sizes with the model 
sizes, for example). 

In a multi-sensor system, the distinction must be made between knowledge which 
is intrinsic to an object, and knowledge which depends on the observation. Geometric 
properties can be modeled on the real world, however geometric aspects have to be com- 
puted depending on the sensor. Concerning radiometric properties, there is no intrinsic 
description; radiometric descriptions are sensor-dependent. In fact, only the observation 
of an object can be pale or dark, textured or not. Thus, the notion of material has been 
introduced in our system to describe an object intrinsically. Materials describe the com- 
position of an object: for example, a bridge is built of metal, cement and/or asphalt. 
So, radiometric properties of an object can be deduced from its composition: an object 
mainly made of cement, and another one mainly made of water would not have the 
same radiometry in an image taken by an infra-red sensor. These criteria (geometry, 
composition) which are only descriptions of objects can be used in a deterministic way. 

Another sensor-independent knowledge very important in human interpretation of 
images is spatial knowledge, which corresponds to the spatial relationships between ob- 
jects. Spatial knowledge can link objects of the same kind, as well as objects of different 
kinds. This heuristic knowledge can be used to facilitate detection, validation, and solv- 
ing of the conflicts among various hypotheses. For example, as we know that a bridge 
will be over a road, a river, or a railway, it is not necessary to look for a bridge in the 
whole image; the search area can be limited to the roads, rivers, and railways previously 
detected in the scene. In multi-sensor interpretation, we can even detect the river on one 
image, and look for the bridges on another one. 

Sensors:  Some sensors are sensitive to object reflectance, other to their position, or to 
their shape.., l~diometric features mainly come from the materials the objects are com- 
posed of, and more precisely from features of these materials such as cold, homogeneous, 
rough, textured, smooth .... The response to each aspect is quite different depending on 
the sensor. 

Therefore sensors are modeled in our system using the sensitivity to aspects of various 
materials, the sensitivity to geometry of objects, the sensitivity to orientation of objects, 
the band width described by minimum and maximum wave length, and the type (active 
or passive). Note that the quality of the detection (good, medium, or bad) has been 
dissociated from the aspect in the image (light, grey, dark). 

Due to their properties, some objects will be well detected by one sensor, and not by 
another one; other objects will be well detected by various sensors. To be able to detect 
easily and correctly an object, we have to choose the image(s), i.e. the sensor(s), in which 
it is best represented. For that, our system uses the sensitivities of the sensors, and the 
material composition of the objects. 

Knowing the position of the sensor, and its resolution is also important to be able to 
determine whether an object could be well detected. We call shot the whole information: 
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the description of the sensor, the conditions of acquisition including the point of view, 
and the corresponding image. 

2.2 I n t e r p r e t a t i o n  

The main problem is how to represent the scene being interpreted. First of all, we are 
going to precise what we call an interpreted scene, and which information must be present 
in an interpretation. Our goal is not to classify each pixel of the image; it is to build a 
semantic model of the real observed scene. This model must include: the precise location 
of each detected object, its characteristics (such as shape, color, function...), and its 
relations with other objects present in the scene. To capture such information, it is 
necessary to have a spatial representation of the scene; in the 2D-case, this can be done 
using a location matrix. This representation allows to focus attention on precise areas 
using location operators such as surrounded by, near..., and to detect location conflicts. 
Location conflicts occur when areas of different objects overlap. Three different kinds 
of conflicts can be cited: conflicts among superposed objects (in fact, they are not real 
conflicts: a bridge over a road); conflicts among adjacent objects (some common pixels; 
such a conflict is due to low level algorithms, digitalization...); conflicts arising because 
of ambiguous interpretation between different sorts of objects (this kind of conflict can 
be elucidated only by using relational knowledge). 

3 I m p l e m e n t a t i o n  

Our goal was to develop a general framework to interpret various kinds of images such as 
aerial images, or satellite images. It has been designed as a shell to d~velop interpretation 
systems. Two main knowledge representations are used: frames and production rules. The 
system has been implemented using the SMECI expert system generator [II91], and the 
NMS multi-specialist shell [CAN90]; it is based on the blackboard and specialist concepts 
[HR83]. This approach has been widely used in computer vision [HR87,Mat90], and in 
multi-sensor fusion [SST86]. We have simplified the blackboard structure presented by 
Hayes-Roth, and we have build a centralized architecture with three types of specialists: 
t he  gener ic  special ists  (application-independent), the  semant ic  ob j ec t  special is ts  
(application-dependent), and the  low level specialists  (dependent on image processing, 
and feature description). They work at different levels of representation, are independent, 
and work only on a strategy level request; so the system is generic and incremental. The 
detection strategy is based on the fundamental notion of spatial context linking the 
objects in the scene, and the notion of salient object. 

To demonstrate the reliability of our approach, we have implemented an application 
for the interpretation of SAR images registered with SPOT images, a set of sensors 
which are complementary. Five sensors (the SIR-B Synthetic Aperture Radar, and the 
panchromatic, XS1 [blue], XS2 [green], XS3 [near infra-red] SPOT sensors), ten materials 
(water, metal, asphalt, cement, vegetation, soil, sand, rock, snow, and marsh), and five 
kinds of semantic objects (rivers, lakes, roads, urban areas', and bridges) are modeled in 
this application. We present Figure 1 an example of result (fig 1.c) we obtained using 
three images: SAR (fig 1.a), SPOT XS1, and SPOT XS3 (fig 1.b). Closed contours point 
out urban areas. Filled regions indicate lakes. Thin lines represent bridges, roads, and 
the river. More details about this application can be found in [CGH92], while low-level 
algorithms are described in [HG91]. 
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Fig .  1. Top : Sensor images used for scene interpretation : (a) SIR-B Radar image; (b) near 
infra-red SPOT XS3 image. Bottom : (c) Objets detected in the scene after interpretation. 
Closed contours point out urban areaz. Filled regions indicate lakes. Thin lines represent bridges, 
roads, and the river. 
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4 Conc lus ion  

We have proposed a way to model real world and interpreted scene in the context ot 'multi- 
sensor fusion. A priori knowledge description includes the characteristics of the sensors, 
and a semantic object description independent of the sensor characteristics. This archi- 
tecture meets our requirements of highly modular structure allowing easy incorporation 
of new knowledge, and new specialists. A remote sensing application with S A R / S P O T  
sensors aiming at detecting bridges, roads, lakes, rivers, and urban areas demonstrates 
the efficiency of our approach. 
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